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5 May, 2017
His Ròyal Highness
Chief Chiyengele Josiah Mubukwanu Litia Nyumbu
Mushuwa Palace
Limulunga.
Your Royal Highness,
RE: YOUR LETTER TO HIS MAJESTY, KING MBANDU III MBANDU LIFUTI
We greet you with full respect of the Mbunda customs and tradition. We were humbled to have been
availed your above letter, in response to the Mbunda monarch in Angola through our email address, though
not copied to us as per list contained therein. Allow us Your Royal Highness to explain our position in
reacting to your letter. We realise that traditionally it is not the Mbunda culture for a subject to respond
publicly, but given the fairly objective disposition of traditional leadership, a real possibility exists that your
letter in response to the Mbunda monarch shared on public media and emails may be construed by the
unsuspecting public to be in all within the law.
As you are aware Your Royal Highness, Cheke Cha Mbunda Cultural and Writers Association which you were
once a member before your ascendance to your Royal throne was formed in 1956 by Mbunda people
initially on the line of rail, bearing several names until 1981 when its name was changed to Cheke Cultural
Writers Association and its first Constitution drafted (ref: copy of 1981 minutes attached as exhibit (E/1))
and eventually recognised by Mbunda people and their chiefs now in Angola and the rest of Zambia. It was
later legally registered in the laws of Zambia in 1982 through the Registrar of Society, making it a
professional body corporate with paid up membership as embodied in its new constitution. You are also
aware Your Royal Highness that the Association's main objectives, among others was and still is to 'Revive,
Preserve, Promote and Protect the Culture and Traditions of the Mbunda people in totality from foreign
influence, and that the Association would have dealings with countries where the Mbunda peoples are, as
mandated by its Constitution. In 2008, the Association name was legally changed and a new change of name
registration certificate, bearing the same number (ORS/102/35/279) issued. As a result, the Association
was recognised by Mbunda people and their traditional chiefs both in Angola and Zambia including you, as a
spokes organ of the Mbunda people, as demonstrated by submissions to the Dr. Rodger Chongwe
Commission of Enquiry on the Mongu Riots; and the Barotse National Council (BNC) meeting of the year
2012, where Mbunda grievances were presented for the first time, with your encouragement and blessing
though you did not attend.
Therefore Cheke Cha Mbunda's role in relation to the Mbunda chiefdom is advisory, as per attached exhibit
(E/2) in which a select committee of its office bearers was appointed on the Lusaka based Mbunda Royal
Coordinating committee in the year 2003 and later updated by replacing the departed ones in death (May
Their Souls Remain In Peace) in Lumbala Nguimbo, Angola at a meeting of all Mbunda chiefs chaired by the
23rd Mbunda monarch in the year 2011, which bestowed the Lusaka based Mbunda Royal Coordinating
committee on the Mbunda Kingdom Advisory Council. Above being the case, Cheke Cha Mbunda continued
executing its role as evidenced by communication exchanges between the two countries, as per attached
exhibits (E/3) and (E/4).
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You will recall Your Royal Highness that Cheke Cha Mbunda Cultural and Writers Association played a major
role in coordinating the restoration of the Mbunda monarch between the two governments of Angola and
Zambia and their peoples, to the extent of lobbying the Angolan Republican President through the Angolan
Embassy in Zambia, to sanction the approval of the financial budget for facilitation of some Mbunda citizens
in Zambia to be present at the ceremony, which included Your Royal Highness and your counterpart, His
Royal Highness, Chief Kandala of Yuka palace in Mabumbu, Mongu.
You will also recall Your Royal Highness that, upon the Nkoya declaration of the Nkoya Royal Establishment,
you lobbied Cheke Cha Mbunda to help you spearhead the declaration of the Mbunda Royal Establishment
(MRE) but the Association advised you against unilateral action without consensus from all traditional
Mbunda chiefs in Zambia and the Mbunda monarch in Angola, with suggestions that a meeting with all
Mbunda chiefs in Zambia be organised with facilitation by Cheke Cha Mbunda. One of such meetings with
Your Royal Highness was at government lodge in Ibex hill where you introduced the Cheke Cha Mbunda
National Chairman to His Royal Highness Chief Mutondo of the Nkoya people. Your Royal Highness, you
continued seeking advice from the Association on your issues with BRE, as per attached SmS to the
Association of 28th April, 2012 marked exhibit (E/5). The continued refusal by Cheke Cha Mbunda to support
your planned establishment of MRE earned the Association your wrath to the extent you sided with those
who were bent on destabilising the Association, or swaying it to support political agendas
It is against that background Your Royal Highness that we react to the above letter. It is worth noting that
Mbunda people are known to respect their culture, customs and traditions in matters pertaining to parental
and chieftaincy hierarchy. It is also per Cheke Cha Mbunda policy statement availed to relevant authorities
after its June 2015 Annual General Meeting (AGM) that ushered in the current National Executive
Committee that: “The Association currently enjoys support from eight (8) out of all the nine (9) Mbunda
chiefs in Zambia, and give unequivocal respect and support to all Traditional Institutions in their respective
palaces and chiefdoms.
The researched Mbunda history by Cheke Cha Mbunda therefore reveals that Mbunda people from their
origin have been organised by a traditional nephew monarchy as a matrimonial ethnic group, a central
Mbunda traditional governance with princes and princesses residing and taking over governance in given
localities, but subscribing to the full traditional direction of the monarch. It is also worth noting that in
unwritten law tradition knows no borders, therefore Your Royal Highness, when the 23rd Mbunda monarch
letter was received, we all received it as subjects, and as counsel from our traditional parent.
However, the contents of your response to the Mbunda monarch's letter is not only shocking but, for lack of
a better word, 'insubordination' of the highest degree from a subordinate chief to the monarch. However,
going by the language contained in the letter, we are not convinced that it was not drafted by or acting
together with a subversive group surrounding you. The hatred and incriminating suggestions contained do
not only reflect ill intent of mind-sets but an insult against the Mbunda monarch, divisive and misleading to
the to the Mbunda fraternity and authorities copied to, as coming from a chief.
Your Royal Highness, allow us to state our observations as follows:
1) Article 165 of The Amended Zambian Constitution 'Chieftaincy and House of Chiefs'

Your Royal Highness, you interpret this piece of legislation as “both the President of the Republic of
Zambia and the Lozi Paramount Chief in the case of Western Province have been stripped of the
power to either recognize or withdraw the recognition of any given chief, rather chieftaincy is now
perpetual based on a given chiefdom and the responsibility lies with traditional institutions and
their respective ethnic group”.
Your Royal Highness, you are entitled to your own interpretation, but presenting it in your argument
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to convince people is misleading, as you contradict yourself by despising the Mbunda monarch
institution, which in this case is the core of “'chieftaincy' which 'is now perpetual based on a given
chiefdom and the responsibility lies with traditional institutions and their respective ethnic group'”.
We would rather leave it to the competent legal authorities like Ministry of Justice to interpret and
synchronise the application of the Chiefs' Act with the provisions of the Amended Constitution. Our
layman's eyes have not sighted a repeal or amendment of the Chiefs' Act; we therefore assume that
it is still ruling with respect to matters of recognition and enthronement of chiefs in Western
Province.
Otherwise Your Royal Highness, how do you explain your current recognition as a 'Lozi chief'
according to SI 133 (No. 16) Order, 2008, attached and marked exhibit (E/6) which state: .........
“Office: Chief Chiyengele of the Lozi people of Mongu District in Western Province; Area:
Mushuwa/Nang'oko; Holder of Office: Josaih Mubukwanu Litia Nyumbu”, as related to other
chiefs who are not gazetted currently? Or does your interpretation qualify all chiefs in Zambia
currently to have been automatically gazetted and therefore should enjoy government privileges
like you? We further observe, Your Royal Highness, that if the recognition/gazetting as a “Lozi chief”
was unimportant, why continue with the costly legal battles to challenge the dethronement and
withdrawal of recognition. It would have made better sense to fight the legal battle of recognition as
Mbunda chief without any support from the Litunga.
2) Analysis of Mbunda Migration

Your Royal Highness, you insubordinately describe the Mbunda monarch's analysis as “shallow”.
Allow us to remind Your Royal Highness, in our capacity as an authority and custodian of the
researched Mbunda history, having researched and published the Mbunda history (1994 English
edition, 1998 Mbunda language edition and 2011 Mbunda language update edition) that the
monarch's analysis as relevant to His point of discussion was accurate and adequate, needing no
detailed account or narration of the whole history account from Sudan to the interior of Africa.
3) Gazetting of Chiyengele and Kandala as Lozi chiefs

Your Royal Highness, the above gazetting was not erroneous as you claim, but as per Chief's Act as it
existed and in application to Western Province in particular. We base our argument on Chapter 287
section 3 (2) (b) of that piece of legislation, and quote: “in the case of a chiefly office in Western
Province, other than the office of Litunga, the person to whom recognition is accorded is recognised
by the Litunga and traditional council to be a member of a ruling family in Western Province”.
4) Peddling Such A Cheap Argument Is Intellectual Bankruptcy
Your Royal Highness, in reference to above piece of legislation as it existed, the Mbunda monarch was in order
to assert that; “The inter marriage mainly by Mbunda men being given Aluyi Royal women to marry is

the syndrome which brought the great loss of the Mbunda Cultural Heritage. That equally caused
the Chiefs Kandala and Chiyengele chiefdoms being partly Mbunda and Lozi, leading to the two
chiefs being gazetted by the Zambian government as Lozi chiefs”; cannot be described as 'a cheap
argument or intellectual bankruptcy' as it was a basis of recognition according to that piece of
legislation, while the other Mbunda traditional chiefs were not considered, even Chief Mundu who
migrated first to Barotseland in 1795.
Therefore “peddling such argument is not intellectual bankruptcy” but stating the truth as it is
known legally, unless someone has something to hide or is up to misleading his audience.
5) Population Demographics That Your Supplier Cooked To Mislead You

Your Royal Highness, fortunately the demographics you consider cooked have authority of reference
as contained in the 'Zambia population census 2010', and subject to verification, but your
demography neither refer to any authority nor give detailed figures.
We are not going to dwell on the Barotse Agreement (BA64) referendum and secession accessions
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because our position on this matter is clear and in public domain (refer: Dr. Rodger Chongwe –
Mongu Riots Commission and the 2012 BNC submission where we represented Mbunda people in
rejecting secession). Equally His Majesty, King Mbandu never referred to that subject in His letter.
6) Land issues In Zambia

You Royal Highness, you chose to cite Article 233 (2) which give a summary of that piece of
legislation and ignored Article 254 (1) which give a detailed account as follows: “Land shall be
delimited and classified as State land, customary land and such other classification, as
prescribed”. Again, we advise to leave that to competent authorities and legal minds to interpret the
application instead of misleading your audience.
7) Cheke Cha Mbunda Ceremony at Your Palace
Your Royal Highness, you further claim and we quote: “My palace is now host to the prestigious Cheke

Ceremony which was initially held in Kaoma district in the year 2000 but discontinued due to
reactions by some sections of the tribes in Kaoma district. Mr. Mubanga was therefore instrumental
in securing its registration with the Ministry of Chiefs and Traditional Affairs and now appears among
the three traditional ceremonies of Western Province namely Kazanga of the Nkoya and Kuomboka
of the Lozi”.
May we remind Your Royal Highness that the ceremony you refer to in Kaoma in the year 2000 was
not a launch of a Cheke Traditional Ceremony that you claim to have been discontinued, but a launch
of the research and published 'History and Cultural Life of the Mbunda Speaking People' 1994
English edition and 1998 Mbunda language edition. We have a footage of that occasion in the
Association archive. Again we are the authority to that effect, and you attended not only as a
member but representing your father who was on the throne of the Chiyengele chieftainship. The
Cheke Constitution then and current as revised in 2006 does not include a clause for the
Association's ceremony at a particular chief's palace, but “to provide direction, guidance and
promote the participation by the said people group in all such cultural activities throughout Zambia
as may be in the interest of the Nation and conducive to the development and enrichment of the
Nation's cultural life generally” as per the Association constitution. Therefore, we support all
Mbunda chiefs traditional ceremonies at their palaces as established legally.
As to your purported revival registration, Your Royal Highness, we are aware that you personally
went to the Ministry of Chiefs and Traditional Affairs (now that you have identified the facilitator),
accompanied by Liale Mubanga where a copy of the Cheke Cha Mbunda Cultural and Writers
Association registration certificate was presented as proof of your ceremony having been registered
for inclusion on the National ceremonies calendar. You are aware Your Royal Highness that, that
action was without consultation or authority from the National Executive Committee of Cheke Cha
Mbunda. You are also aware Your Royal Highness that, the organizing committee of that ceremony
forged the logo of Cheke Cha Mbunda Cultural and Writers Association and started using its
documentation in order to take advantage of the Association's popularity, as per attached exhibit
(E/7).
As a result of the above, the file at the Ministry of Chiefs and Traditional Affairs bear the Cheke Cha
Mbunda name, where the attached copy of the Association registration certificate was retrieved, as
attached and marked exhibit (E/8). We need to emphasize Your Royal Highness that the above
actions are not only criminal and misleading the government authorities but also exposing Cheke
Cha Mbunda Cultural and Writers Association to legal implications and liabilities of your ceremony,
in which the Association is not party to. That also contravenes The Societies Act, Chapter 119
(Volume 9), Part II, Article 9 (d), which state:
“The name under which the society is to be registered-Cases where Registrar must refuse;
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(i)
(ii)

is identical with that of any other existing society; or
so nearly resembles the name of such other society as, in the opinion of the Registrar, is
likely to deceive the public or the members of either society;”

Fortunately, our investigations exposed all that and a copy of a letter from the Ministry attached as
exhibit (E/9) attest to that effect. Therefore, Your Royal Highness, claims that “Mr. Mubanga was
therefore instrumental in securing its registration with the Ministry of Chiefs and Traditional Affairs
and now appears among the three traditional ceremonies of Western Province namely Kazanga of
the Nkoya and Kuomboka of the Lozi” may have been reversed by the Ministry, due to manipulative
nature of securing the purported registration by your Mr. Mubanga, or was never recognized by the
st
ministry in the first place. The current state, going by the 21 September 2016 upload of list of
traditional ceremonies on the Ministry's website, shows that only Lyenya Traditional Ceremony of
Chief Mundu of the Mbunda people in Kalabo, in Western Province appear (refer:
www.mota.gov.zm/index.php/traditional-ceremonies).
Your Royal Highness, it is therefore our continued appeal that you brand your ceremony a different
name free of conflict with our Association name and have it legally recognized by the Ministry, then
Cheke Cha Mbunda will support your ceremony like any other Mbunda traditional ceremonies in
Angola and Zambia, e.g. Lithathe Lya Miondo Ya Mbunda, at the Mbunda monarch's palace in
Lumbala Nguimbo, Angola; Lyenya Traditional Ceremony at Chief Mundu palace in Kalabo, Western
Province; Lukwakwa Traditional Ceremony at Senior Chief Sikufele palace in Manyinga, North
Western Province and Mbunda Liyoyelo Traditional Ceremony at Chief Chiyengele Chingumbe
palace in Kayombo, Kabompo, North Western Province.
8) Locus standi at law

Your Royal Highness, in our 'layman's eye' the Mbunda monarch's reference to the historical
background of His people and their origin has neither conflict with the Constitution of Zambia nor
need to have locus standi at law, but your direct reference to a Sovereign State of Angola, suggesting
that “Angola has no Constitution and therefore operates on jungle law” has serious consequences
with bilateral relations between the two countries.
In conclusion Your Royal Highness, your letter is not only amazing but lacks substance and only reveals
strange bitterness and desire or ambition to impose traditional governance on Mbunda people and other
Mbunda chiefdoms in Zambia without adequate consultations. By your attacking the Mbunda monarch in
that manner and trying to implicate Him in legal issues in Zambia and Angola, your letter is a serious assault
on the Mbunda tradition and culture and customs. What precedence are you setting to your subjects,
regarding submission to Your Royal Highness?
Yes, times have changed but certain traditional institutions have remained being respected and protected
by relevant ethnic groups, a specific example is the British monarch being respected world over.
It would not be an understatement Your Royal Highness to presume that Mbunda people are desperately
and skillfully being drawn in your family differences with your biological uncle, the current Litunga of
Western Province. Such schemes will not help unite Mbunda people or their Mbunda chiefs but promote
anarchy. Your Royal Highness, your idea to advocate for a Mbunda Royal Establishment in Zambia may be
good, but without consensus of all Mbunda chiefs, it may result in appointing questionable characters in
positions of responsibility, thereby creating reservations in minds of the Mbunda fraternity and the rest of
the Mbunda chiefs as to the motive. Otherwise Your Royal Highness, how would you explain recent reports
that your described “patriotic and anointed servant of the Mbunda people, Liale Mubanga's” insulted the
Royal institution of Chief Kasimba of Kalumwange, Kaoma by threatening to discipline the chief, if he
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attended the BRE meeting called for at Naliyele Kuta of Kaoma?
Your Royal Highness, Mbunda culture, customs and tradition recognize a Mbunda monarch in Angola to
whom all Mbunda people including their chiefs subscribe to and pay traditional homage in the first place.
Therefore, maligning the Mbunda monarch as a foreigner who has no traditional jurisdiction of His subjects
in the diaspora, is not only an assault on the Mbunda Chieftaincy by a subordinate chief but an insult on the
Mbunda people in your area of jurisdiction and all Mbunda chiefs and Mbunda fraternity at large.
Your Royal Highness, Zambia is not an island, we live in a global village. It is not only Mbunda people that
practice this tradition but also Chewa in Malawi and Mozambique who respect their tradition by subscribing
to Paramount Chief Undi in Zambia. Some ethnic groups also in Northern and Muchinga Provinces of
Zambia respect their tradition by going to their roots in Tanzania to have their chiefs installed. Be reminded
also, Your Royal Highness that recently Chokwes of Manyinga in Zambia, proudly invited their monarch His
Majesty King Mwachisenge of Chokwe Royal Establishment (DRC) to install their two chiefs in Zambia and
made pronouncements about his subjects in Zambia at the occasion (ref:
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=NhQYbzbD3Ms&fulldescription=1&gl=US&hl=en&client=mv-google). Therefore
Your Royal Highness, the letter to the Mbunda monarch would tend to suggest that those Chokwe chiefs
would abandon their culture, tradition and customs by rejecting their monarch, and using your words “as a
foreigner, has no legal jurisdiction on the citizens (who unfortunately for him, include Chokwes) of the
sovereign Republic of Zambia and therefore any actions to claim what is Zambian amounts to meddling in
the internal affairs of a sovereign State and they therefore reserve the right to report him to competent
authorities in Zambia” because they are now chiefs in Zambia! Again we reserve the right to competent
authorities to interpret and synchronize the inconsistencies of any written law, customary law and
customary practices. We therefore find your layman's legal arguments potentially misleading, and
misapplication of PART I, Article 4 (1) as related to PART 1, Article 1 (1) of the amended Zambian
Constitution.
Lastly but not the least Your Royal Highness, the situation of a Lunda chief you alluded to, who might have
had challenges with immigration laws of Angola cannot be compared to the Mbunda monarch's genuine
medical visits to Zambia, lawfully and with full support and knowledge of the two governments. Allow us to
quote a comment from the social media from one Mbunda individual, who admonished: “I happen to hold a
different view and hope I won't be labelled 'a sponsered one. My view tends to differ with your approach in
that in my view you happen to have chosen to climb a tree from branches and in a struggle you lost your axe,
instead of climbing from the its trunk in a normal way. By that I mean you started by distroying your arsenal
by engaging a lover dining with your enemy. I have followed this issue for some time now and believe you
have weakened your Mbunda strength in starting by fighting your Mbunda brothers who started the fight as
enemies (check submissions to Dr. Rodger Chongwe Commission of Enquiry on the Mongu violence and the
last Barotse National Council by our fellow Mbundas. It gave some of us hope that with a concerted effort
there would be a listening ear. A rope of three strands is stronger than one. In my opinion, you should have
started by fighting to correct the wrong gazzeting than spitting in your enemy's face and then inviting him to
a round table after destroying your ammunition. I might be wrong but to me I believe this is a Constitutional
matter that need sober mindedness and a collective voice. Check the utterances of some of you group
members, very disappointing to say the least. Fighting everybody with a different view will not help. We
need unity to engage BRE and the Government. Creating structures and destroying your arsenal is like
counting eggs before they hatch. This is a long battle, it will not be achieved by arrogancy or militancy. The
enemy is well grounded. You might end up with unnecessary casualties” end of quote. Professor Biemba
Maliti would attest to that as the comment appeared on one of the posts on his Facebook page as shared on
social media.
In the same spirit Your Royal Highness, we urge you to take note of His Majesty, King Mbandu III, Mbandu
Lifuti's admonishing seriously before you lose your reverence from the Mbunda fraternity for assaulting
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their well cherished cultural heritage. As for Cheke Cha Mbunda, we will not let down the Mbunda people in
'Reviving, Preserving, Promoting and Protecting their culture and traditions, and executing our advisory
role to all Mbunda chiefs as mandated by the Association constitution.
Your Royal Highness, we wish you God's guidance and blessings.
Yours Sincerely,
Cheke Cha Mbunda Cultural and Writers Association

Ndandula Libingi
National Chairman
Cc. Her Excellency, Angolan Ambassador in Zambia
Cc. His Majesty, King Mbandu III, Mbandu Lifuti – Angola
Cc. His Majesty, The Litunga of Western Province – Zambia
Cc. Hon. Minister and Permanent Secretary, Min. of Home Affairs – Lusaka
Cc. Hon. Minister and Permanent Secretary, Min. of Foreign Affairs – Lusaka
Cc. Hon. Minister and Permanent Secretary, Min. of Chiefs and Traditional Affairs - Lusaka
Cc. Permanent Secretary, Western Province – Mongu
Cc. The Registrar General, Registrar of Society - Lusaka
Cc. Provincial Officer, Min. of Chiefs and Traditional Affairs - Mongu
Cc. His Honour, The Ngambela, Saasikalo Kuta – Limulunga
Cc. HRH Senior Chief Mwene Sikufele, Manyinga Palace - Kabompo
Cc. HRH Chief Mwene Kandala, Yuka Palace - Mongu
Cc. HRH Chief Mwene Lindeho, Chamemba Palace – Kalabo
Cc. HRH Chief Mwene Kandombwe, Luvuji Palace – Lukulu
Cc. HRH Chief Mwene Kathimba, Kalumwange Palace – Kaoma
Cc. HRH Chief Mwene Kasabi, Lukute Palace – Kaoma
Cc. His Honour, The Ngambela, Mwene Mundu Chieftaincy – Kalabo
Cc. His Honour, The Ngambela, Mwene Chingumbe Chiyengele Chieftaincy – Kabompo
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